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The American Educator
A study of the life and work of the legendary violin
maker Antonio Stradivari explores the extraordinary
accomplishments of the seventeenth-century Italian
whose craftmanship revolutionized the making of the
violin, cello, and viola, exploring his achievements
through the history of six of his acclaimed instruments
over the course of three centuries. Reprint. 30,000 first
printing.

The American Journal of Science
Perfecting Sound Forever
A world list of books in the English language.

Selling Sounds
In 1915, Thomas Edison proclaimed that he could
record a live performance and reproduce it perfectly,
shocking audiences who found themselves unable to tell
whether what they were hearing was an Edison
Diamond Disc or a flesh-and-blood musician. Today, the
equation is reversed. Whereas Edison proposed that a
real performance could be rebuilt with absolute
perfection, Pro Tools and digital samplers now allow
musicians and engineers to create the illusion of
performances that never were. In between lies a
century of sonic exploration into the balance between
the real and the represented. Tracing the contours of
this history, Greg Milner takes us through the major
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breakthroughs
and glorious
failures
in the art and
science of recording. An American soldier monitoring
Nazi radio transmissions stumbles onto the open yet
revolutionary secret of magnetic tape. Japanese and
Dutch researchers build a first-generation digital audio
format and watch as their "compact disc" is marketed
by the music industry as the second coming of Edison
yet derided as heretical by analog loyalists. The music
world becomes addicted to volume in the nineties and
fights a self-defeating "loudness war" to get its fix.
From Les Paul to Phil Spector to King Tubby, from
vinyl to pirated CDs to iPods, Milner's Perfecting Sound
Forever pulls apart musical history to answer a crucial
question: Should a recording document reality as
faithfully as possible, or should it improve upon or
somehow transcend the music it records? The answers
he uncovers will change the very way we think about
music.

The American Farmer
The second edition includes updates and insights on
current research and pedagogical practice that have
developed over the last decade. This new edition of
Teaching Pronunciation - undoubtedly the gold standard
for pronunciation methodology texts - has been revised
to reflect recent research into the sound system of
North American English, as well as new practices in
pronunciation pedagogy. Audio CDs with additional
examples are now packaged with the book.

Musical Illusions and Phantom Words
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In 1915,
Thomas Edison
proclaimed
that he could
record a live performance and reproduce it perfectly,
shocking audiences who found themselves unable to tell
whether what they were hearing was an Edison
Diamond Disc or a flesh-and-blood musician. Today, the
equation is reversed. Whereas Edison proposed that a
real performance could be rebuilt with absolute
perfection, Pro Tools and digital samplers now allow
musicians and engineers to create the illusion of
performances that never were. In between lies a
century of sonic exploration into the balance between
the real and the represented. Tracing the contours of
this history, Greg Milner takes us through the major
breakthroughs and glorious failures in the art and
science of recording. An American soldier monitoring
Nazi radio transmissions stumbles onto the open yet
revolutionary secret of magnetic tape. Japanese and
Dutch researchers build a first-generation digital audio
format and watch as their "compact disc" is marketed
by the music industry as the second coming of Edison
yet derided as heretical by analog loyalists. The music
world becomes addicted to volume in the nineties and
fights a self-defeating "loudness war" to get its fix.
From Les Paul to Phil Spector to King Tubby, from
vinyl to pirated CDs to iPods, Milner's Perfecting Sound
Forever pulls apart musical history to answer a crucial
question: Should a recording document reality as
faithfully as possible, or should it improve upon or
somehow transcend the music it records? The answers
he uncovers will change the very way we think about
music.

The American Cyclopaedia
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When
her mother has
the chance
to establish an eye
clinic for the poor in Cairo, Egypt, seventeen-year-old
Caroline reluctantly gives up her plans for a summer
spent with her best friend and boyfriend and instead
moves to Cairo, where she encounters a culture and
city that enchant her and a charming boy who
challenges her thoughts on love, faith, and privilege.

In a Perfect World
Perfecting Sound Forever
General American Speech Sounds
The American journal of science and arts

Perfecting Expression
Appleton's Cyclopaedia of American Biography
The American Educator
This three-volume collection demonstrates the depth
and breadth of evangelical Christians' consumption,
critique, and creation of popular culture, and how
evangelical Christians are both influenced by—and
influence—mainstream popular culture, covering comic
books to movies to social media.
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Perfecting Your English Pronunciation
Have records, compact discs, and other sound
reproduction equipment merely provided American
listeners with pleasant diversions, or have more
important historical and cultural influences flowed
through them? Do recording machines simply capture
what's already out there, or is the music somehow
transformed in the dual process of documentation and
dissemination? How would our lives be different
without these machines? Such are the questions that
arise when we stop taking for granted the phenomenon
of recorded music and the phonograph itself. Now
comes an in-depth cultural history of the phonograph in
the United States from 1890 to 1945. William Howland
Kenney offers a full account of what he calls "the 78
r.p.m. era"--from the formative early decades in which
the giants of the record industry reigned supreme in
the absence of radio, to the postwar proliferation of
independent labels, disk jockeys, and changes in
popular taste and opinion. By examining the interplay
between recorded music and the key social, political,
and economic forces in America during the
phonograph's rise and fall as the dominant medium of
popular recorded sound, he addresses such vital issues
as the place of multiculturalism in the phonograph's
history, the roles of women as record-player listeners
and performers, the belated commercial legitimacy of
rhythm-and-blues recordings, the "hit record"
phenomenon in the wake of the Great Depression, the
origins of the rock-and-roll revolution, and the shifting
place of popular recorded music in America's personal
and cultural memories. Throughout the book, Kenney
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argues
that the phonograph
and
the recording industry
served neither to impose a preference for high culture
nor a degraded popular taste, but rather expressed a
diverse set of sensibilities in which various sorts of
people found a new kind of pleasure. To this end,
Recorded Music in American Life effectively illustrates
how recorded music provided the focus for active
recorded sound cultures, in which listeners shared what
they heard, and expressed crucial dimensions of their
private lives, by way of their involvement with records
and record-players. Students and scholars of American
music, culture, commerce, and history--as well as fans
and collectors interested in this phase of our rich
artistic past--will find a great deal of thorough research
and fresh scholarship to enjoy in these pages.

Mastering the American Accent with
Downloadable Audio
Perfect Pronunciation
The American Journal of Science
Words on Cassette 2002
The American Educational Review
The Great American Songbooks shows how popular
music shapes and permeates a host of modernism's
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begins his study of 20thcentury texts with a discussion of American popular
music and literature in the 19th century. He posits Walt
Whitman as a proto-modernist who drew on his love of
opera to create the epic free-verse poetry that would
heavily influence his bardic successors. One can
witness this in T. S. Eliot, whose poem The Waste
Land relies on Whitman's verse style to emphasize how
19th-century structures of feeling regarding music
persist into the 20th century. From opera and
standards of the Victorian musical hall, Graham moves
to the blues to reveal the multifaceted ways it shaped
works in the Harlem Renaissance, most notably in the
verse of Langston Hughes and Jean Toomer's streamof-consciousness masterpiece, Cane. The second half
of Songbooks advances an argument for a musical
eclecticism that arose alongside rapid industrialization.
Writers like Scott Fitzgerald and John Dos Passos,
Graham argues, developed a notion of musical
eclecticism to help them process—or cope—with the
unprecedented invasiveness of popular music,
particularly in major cities. This eclecticism runs
counter to critics like Adorno who equate popular music
with mass produced mechanisms such as the
phonograph and radio, and thus with degraded, cultural
forms. In conclusion, Graham suggests how modernist
writers experienced, and sometimes theorized, a more
nuanced, sophisticated, and fluid mode of interaction
with popular music.

The American Medical Times
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American Record Guide
Teaching Pronunciation Hardback with Audio
CDs (2)
American Journal of Science0
Recorded Music in American Life
Publisher's Note: Products purchased from Third Party
sellers are not guaranteed by the publisher for quality,
authenticity, or access to any online entitlements
included with the product. Mastering the American
Accent is an easy-to-follow approach for reducing the
accent of non-native speakers of English. Wellsequenced lessons in the book correspond over eight
hours of downloadable audio files covering the entire
text. The audio program provides clear models (both
male and female) to help coach a standard American
accent. The program is designed to help users speak
Standard American English with clarity, confidence, and
accuracy. The many exercises in the book concentrate
on topics such as vowel sounds, problematic
consonants such as V, W, TH, the American R and T
and others. Correct lip and tongue positions for all
sounds are discussed in detail. Beyond the production
of sounds, the program provides detailed instruction in
prosodic elements such as syllable stress, emphasis,
intonation, linking words for smoother speech flow,
common word contractions, and much more. Additional
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students are also
discussed and explained. They include distinguishing
between casual and formal speech, homophones (e.g.,
they're and there), recognizing words with silent letters
(e.g., comb, receipt), and avoiding embarrassing
pronunciation mistakes, such as mixing up "pull" and
"pool." Students are familiarized with many irregular
English spelling rules and exceptions, and are shown
how such irregularities can contribute to pronunciation
errors. A native language guide references problematic
accent issues for 13 different language backgrounds.

Noise
The American Text-book of Prosthetic
Dentistry
Reduce your accent when pronouncing English, with the
expertise from an acclaimed specialist in the area
Developed by acclaimed speech consultant and accent
specialist Susan Cameron, Perfecting Your English
Pronunciation features her successful method, which
focuses on the anatomical placement of sound and on
the musculature used in articulation. Where other
accent reduction/English pronunciation products rely on
solely mimicking of audio sounds, this work focuses
visually, audibly, and narratively on the physical ability
to speak English, noting that many sounds of English
may be difficult for you because some tongue positions
used in English may not be used in your native
language. The 45-minute DVD introduces you to mouth
and jaw exercises to prepare you for English, then
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formations
and tongue placement
using other nonnative speakers like you. You will see
and hear how English sounds--enabling you to become
more and more comfortable conversing with native
English speakers as you go through the program.

Appleton's Cyclopædia of American Biography:
Crane-Grimshaw
In this ground-breaking synthesis of art and science,
Diana Deutsch, one of the world's leading experts on
the psychology of music, shows how illusions of music
and speech--many of which she herself
discovered--have fundamentally altered thinking about
the brain. These astonishing illusions show that people
can differ strikingly in how they hear musical
patterns--differences that reflect variations in brain
organization as well as influences of language on music
perception. Drawing on a wide variety of fields,
including psychology, music theory, linguistics, and
neuroscience, Deutsch examines questions such as:
When an orchestra performs a symphony, what is the
"real" music? Is it in the mind of the composer, or the
conductor, or different members of the audience?
Deutsch also explores extremes of musical ability, and
other surprising responses to music and speech. Why is
perfect pitch so rare? Why do some people hallucinate
music or speech? Why do we hear phantom words and
phrases? Why are we subject to stuck tunes, or
"earworms"? Why do we hear a spoken phrase as sung
just because it is presented repeatedly? In evaluating
these questions, she also shows how music and speech
are intertwined, and argues that they stem from an
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earlyInternational
form of communication
had elements of both.
Many of the illusions described in the book are so
striking and paradoxical that you need to hear them to
believe them. The book enables you to listen to the
sounds that are described while reading about them.

The Cumulative Book Index
Scientific American
Stradivari's Genius
Musical America
The Great American Songbooks
The Illustrated London News
Available in paperback for the first time, this
groundbreaking in-depth history of the involvement of
African Americans in the early recording industry
examines the first three decades of sound recording in
the United States, charting the surprising roles black
artists played in the period leading up to the Jazz Age
and the remarkably wide range of black music and
culture they preserved. Applying more than thirty
years of scholarship, Tim Brooks identifies key black
artists who recorded commercially and provides
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illuminating
biographies
for some
forty of these audio
pioneers. Brooks assesses the careers and recordings
of George W. Johnson, Bert Williams, George Walker,
Noble Sissle, Eubie Blake, the Fisk Jubilee Singers, W.
C. Handy, James Reese Europe, Wilbur Sweatman,
Harry T. Burleigh, Roland Hayes, Booker T.
Washington, and boxing champion Jack Johnson, as well
as a host of lesser-known voices. Many of these
pioneers faced a difficult struggle to be heard in an era
of rampant discrimination and "the color line," and their
stories illuminate the forces––both black and
white––that gradually allowed African Americans
greater entree into the mainstream American
entertainment industry. The book also discusses how
many of these historic recordings are withheld from the
public today because of stringent U.S. copyright laws.
Lost Sounds includes Brooks's selected discography of
CD reissues, and an appendix by Dick Spottswood
describing early recordings by black artists in the
Caribbean and South America.

Appleton's Cyclopædia of American Biography
This book offers an entirely fresh approach on how to
improve the clarity and quality of English pronunciation.
Written by a speech pathologist, rather than a language
specialist. The DVD is designed on a 'listen and repeat'
basis. It allows the student to compare their sound
production with that of the coach across words, phrases
and sentences. There is a separate set of exercises for
each of the 33 Sound Guides.

Books in Print
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Lost Sounds
The National Cyclopaedia of American
Biography
The American Journal of Science and Arts
What if history had a sound track? What would it tell us
about ourselves? Based on a thirty-part BBC Radio
series and podcast, Noise explores the human dramas
that have revolved around sound at various points in
the last 100,000 years, allowing us to think in fresh
ways about the meaning of our collective past. Though
we might see ourselves inhabiting a visual world, our
lives have always been hugely influenced by our need
to hear and be heard. To tell the story of sound—music
and speech, but also echoes, chanting, drumbeats, bells,
thunder, gunfire, the noise of crowds, the rumbles of
the human body, laughter, silence, conversations,
mechanical sounds, noisy neighbors, musical
recordings, and radio—is to explain how we learned to
overcome our fears about the natural world, perhaps
even to control it; how we learned to communicate
with, understand, and live alongside our fellow beings;
how we've fought with one another for dominance; how
we've sought to find privacy in an increasingly noisy
world; and how we've struggled with our emotions and
our sanity. Oratory in ancient Rome was important not
just for the words spoken but for the sounds made—the
tone, the cadence, the pitch of the voice—how that voice
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might
have been transformed
the environment in
which it was heard and how the audience might have
responded to it. For the Native American tribes first
encountering the European colonists, to lose one's
voice was to lose oneself. In order to dominate the
Native Americans, European colonists went to great
effort to silence them, to replace their "demonic"
"roars" with the more familiar "bugles, speaking
trumpets, and gongs." Breaking up the history of sound
into prehistoric noise, the age of oratory, the sounds of
religion, the sounds of power and revolt, the rise of
machines, and what he calls our "amplified age," Hendy
teases out continuities and breaches in our long
relationship with sound in order to bring new meaning
to the human story.

Perfecting the Sounds of American English
From Tin Pan Alley to grand opera, player-pianos to
phonograph records, David Suisman explores the rise
of music as big business and the creation of a radically
new musical culture. Provocative, original, and lucidly
written, Selling Sounds reveals the commercial
architecture of America’s musical life.

Evangelical Christians and Popular Culture: Pop
Goes the Gospel [3 volumes]
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